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It is shown, for n >m > 1, that there exist mner maps @: B” *B”’ with 
boundary values @*: B” --t B” such that o,(A) = ~~(0: ‘(A)). where CT,, and u,,, arc 
the Haar measures on i’B” and ?B”. respectively, and .A cm B” is an arbitrary Bore1 
set. 
Let #I ’ be an n-dimensional complex space with norm z / = (I z,,’ + 
/z212 + ... + 1z,12)“2 and unit ball B” = {z E 1C “: IzI < 1). By CJ~ we shall 
denote the rotation-invariant, normalized Bore1 measure on ?B”. If E c i’B”, 
a,(E) = 0 and f: (B’” -E) --f C” (B -’ is the closure of B”) is a continuous and 
bounded function, holomorphic on B”, then we shall writef E x,(B”) or f E 
AI( when m = 1. 
The assertion of Theorem 1 was proved by Aleksandrov 1 1 I: 
THEOREM 1 (Aleksandrov). Assume that 
(i) cp E L ‘(on), v, is lower-semicontinuous, 
(ii) gEJ(B”), g&O, cp > j gj almost et’erywhere on ZB”. 
Then there exists a measure ,u > 0, singular with respect to a,,, and there 
exists a function h E g + H(B”), such that Re h is the Poisson integral of the 
measure q da, - dp. 
We shall use this result to prove the following interpolation theorem. 
which strengthens Alexandrov’s Theorem 4 of [ 11, (He considers the case 
(D = 1, with a different proof.) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 
(i) .f, gEx(B”),f, gf0, 
(ii) cp E L”‘(cJ,), q~ is lower-semicontinuous and q2 > lfl’ + ~ gi’ 
almost ecetywhere on 8B”. 
Then there exists a function FE H”(B”) such that 
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(a) ]F] = o almost everywhere on 3B”, 
(b) F and f have the same zeros in B”, 
(c) F-f E g.H(B”). 
Hence, F(z) =f(z)for every z E B” such that g(z) = 0. 
ProoJ Almost all points of 8B” are points of continuity of ]f] and 
]f] # 0 almost everywhere on c?B”. Hence almost all points of aB” are points 
of lower-semicontinuity of the function o/If], hence also of the function 
log(rp/]f]). Thus we may define a function v so that v is lower- 
semicontinuous on 8B” and v = log((ol]f]) almost everywhere on 8B”. Since 
log If] E L’(a,) and rp > If], we have w E L’(o,). Let 
a = Ilfllcc 9 P=llgllm* 
Then 
21// = 10d~Zllf/2) > 1% ( #+jYlog(l+$) w 1 + 
= 2 * c * lg(Z, 
where C > 0 is a constant. Alexandrov’s theorem, with v/ and C . g2 in place 
of rp and g gives a measure ,u > 0, singular to u,,, and a function h E 
g2 . H(B”), so that 
Reh=P [log (&) .don-dp], 
where P denotes the Poisson integral for the ball B”. Set F = f . eh. Then 
FE Hm because cp E L”(a,) and because log If(z)] < P[log ]jJ](z), for 
z E B”. Conclusions (a) and (b) are clear, and (c) follows from the relation 
h E g2 . H(B”) c g . H(B”). This ends the proof. 
Remark. The assumption rp2 > If]’ + ] g]’ of Theorem 2 can be replaced 
by weaker conditions cp” > ]jJ” + I glm, for any m < co. 
A holomorphic map Cp: B” --t B” is said to be inner if 
Q*(z) = lii @(rz) E aBrn 
for almost all z E 3B”. We say that it preserves measure if 
%(@,‘(A)) = um(‘4) 
for every Bore1 set A c aB”. Let us introduce notations 
z’ = (z,,..., z,-1) for z = (z’, z,) E Cm, 
z” = (z,+, )...) Zn) for 2 = (z’, z,, z”) E C”. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let g: B”’ + B” be a holornorphic map and m < n. There 
exists an inner map f: B” 3 B” such that f(z, , z2 ,..., z,, 0 ,.... 0) 
g(z, . z* ,..., zm). 
ProoJ Take g” = (g, , f, ,..., 8,): B” + B”‘. ‘f(z) = y(g(z,.z* I.... Zm)). 
where 7 is an automorphism of B” such that y( g(O,..., 0)) = (O...., 0). Let v = 
11 - (lg,l* + 12*12 + ..’ + IgmJ2p2. By virtue of the Schwartz lemma. 
(a* > / g’, 1’ + Iz,, /*. Theorem 2, applied for g’, and z,~ instead off and g. gives 
us a function F. It is easy to check that the map Q(z) = G(Y l(z)). where 
G = (g,.gz,..., g, _, , F), is inner and satisfies the condition of Corollary 1. 
The assertion of Corollary 1, for the case m = 1. was proved by 
Aleksandrov [I]. The following corollary, for the case m = 1. is a result of 
Aleksandrov 111. This result, in a different way, was obtained independent]! 
by the author [ 5 1; the proof was a modification of the Liiw’s construction of 
inner functions (2 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let m and n be positive integers and m < n. There exists 
an inner map @ = (Q,. @*,..., @,): B” + B” such that 
2 (0, 0% 0) = 0 
I 
if i # j and i. j < m. 
=1 if i = j arzd i, j < m. 
Proof: Take an identity map g: B”’ + B”. g(z) = z for z E B’“, and apply 
the assertion of Corollary 1. 
THEOREM 3. For all natural numbers n > m > 1 there exist inner maps 
F: B” + B” preserving measure, not automorphisms of B”. 
COROLLARY 3. For every natural number n > 1 there exist inner maps 
@: B” --$ B”, not automorphisms of B”, such that 
1 (ho@,)do,= j_ hda, 
. PH” Pfl” 
for ever)? continuous function h on aB”. 
Corollary 3 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. It answers a 
problem given by Rudin [ 3 1. To prove the assertion of Theorem 3 we need 
the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that 
(i) FE H”(Bm), 
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(ii) IF(z)] = ]z, 1 almost everywhere on as”‘, 
(iii) F(z’, 0) = 0, 
(iv) Q(z) = (z’, F(z)). 
Then the map @: B” + Bm is inner, and @ preserves measure. 
Proof. It is easy to check that @ is an inner map. For z’ E Bm-‘, let 
D(z’) = ((z’, a): ]a]’ < 1 - (z’ I’}. The restriction of @ to D(z’) maps this 
disc into itself, for all z’, preserves the origin, and is inner for almost all z’ 
(with respect to the usual Lebesgue measure on B+‘). Hence, the restriction 
of @* to aD(z’) maps aD(z’) into itself for almost all z’ E B”-’ and it 
preserves measure for these z’ E B”-’ (see [4, p. 4051). Lemma 1 follows 
from this. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that n > m > 1 and 
(i) FE HW(B”), 
(ii) F(z’, 0, z”) = 0, 
(iii) IF(z)\’ = 1 - Iz’ )* almost everywhere on as”, 
(iv) @(z’, z,, z”) = (z’, F(z)). 
Then the map @: B” -+ B m is inner and preserves measure. 
Proof For each z” with lz”] < 1, let 
B(z”) = ((z’, z,, zl’): Iz’l2 + (ZJ < 1 - ]z”]2). 
For almost all z”, the restriction of @ to the m-ball B(z”) is then an inner 
map of B(z”) into the unit m-ball, which, by Lemma 1, preserves measure. 
Explicitly, if A c aBm and o,,,(A) = a, then 
a,(@;‘@) n aB(z”)) = a 
for almost all z”. hence 
a,(@&4)) = a. 
This proves Lemma 2. 
To prove the assertion of Theorem 3 it is sufftcient to show that there exist 
functions F satisfying the hypotheses of Lemmas 1 and 2. The hypotheses of 
Lemma 1 are satisfied by the function 
F(z) = z, + u(z), 
where u is any inner function in Bm. Taking u & const., F will not be 
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rational, hence the function @ from Lemma 1 is not an automorphism (it 
m > 1). 
To get a function F that satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. take the 
functions f,g:B”+C, f(z)=g(z)=+z, and p:B”-rR,. W(L)= 
( 1 - jz’ I*)*;*. Theorem 2 gives us a desired function. 
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